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ABSTRACT

Computer technology advancements in recent days have offered professionals in different fields the ability 
to gather data, process information, store, and retrieve at a faster rate and make effective decisions. The 
large collection of data among all various applications including medical diagnosis has paved the need 
to employ advanced artificial neural networks (ANN). This chapter provides a detailed working view of 
ANN, covering its various architectures and design techniques in brief. A detailed analysis and summary 
of medical diagnostics applications using various ANN techniques will be leveraged. Imbalanced data is 
the major problem with medical data. This chapter briefs on the various methods to handle imbalanced 
data. Finally, future directions and potential current challenges are suggested for additional applica-
tions in neural networks.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent time’s artificial neural networks (ANNs) has become a popular and helpful model for classifi-
cation, clustering, pattern recognition and prediction in many disciplines including medical. ANNs are 
one category of the of machine learning (ML) and has become relatively competitive to conventional 
regression and statistical models regarding usefulness (Dave, 2014). Currently, artificial intelligence, 
information security, big data, cloud computing, internet, and forensic science are all hotspots and excit-
ing topics of information and communication technology (ICT). ANNs full applications can be evaluated 
with respect to data analysis factors such as accuracy, processing speed, latency, performance, fault tol-
erance, volume, scalability and convergence (He, 2009; Muzoffair, 2018). The great potential of ANNs 
is the high-speed processing provided in a massive parallel implementation and this has heightened the 
need for research in this domain (Izebudien, 2014). ANNs can be developed and used for image recog-
nition, natural language processing and so on. Nowadays, ANNs are mostly used for universal function 
approximation in numerical paradigms because of their excellent properties of self-learning, adaptivity, 
fault tolerance, nonlinearity, and advancement in input to an output mapping (Wang, 2018). In (Raval, 
2016) usage of machine learning techniques for medical diagnosis analysis of disease considering reports 
of lab and symptoms for acute analysis is considered.

Scope of the Work

ANN for medical diagnosis is an active research area currently, and researcher’s estimates to it to be 
more widely used in biomedical systems for next few decades as its result are restricted to linear form. 
ANN will identify disease by learning method without using details of how to recognize the disease, 
hence it doesn’t require any algorithm to identify disease.

Figure 1. Number of research work on ANN year wise from 1996-2019
(Source Google)
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